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1. INTRODUCTION 
The advent of multicore processors is bringing renewed in-
terest in parallelism and, accordingly, in the development 
of languages and tools to simplify the task of writing paral-
lel programs. This is especially important for the complex, 
non-regular algorithms often found in software which per-
forms non-trivial symbolic tasks. Such software can benefit 
from being written in a high-level language whose nature 
is symbolic as well, since this narrows the gap between the 
conceptual definition of the task to be performed and the 
code which executes it. In our case we will use for concrete-
ness a logic-based multiparadigm language, Ciao [1], which 
is based on a logic-programming kernel and a flexible mecha-
nism whereby múltiple extensions are built supporting Pro-
log, functional programming, constraint programming, and 
other system- and user-level languages. The base language 
and system features dynamic typing, higher-order capabili-
ties, polymorphism, and static type inference and checking 
(also of non-trivial properties, such as computational com-
plexity). Such language capabilities are largely orthogonal 
to parallelism; however, the way parallelism is expressed 
combines seamlessly with the the rest of the language. 
An advantage of logic-based languages (and, in general, of 
declarative languages) is that their clean semantics and high-
level nature makes it possible to perform automatic paral-
lelization more easily [4, 2]. At the same time, the runtime 
system often has more degrees of freedom to decide how par-
allel tasks are to be scheduled. A wealth of research on par-
allel execution of logic programs has been reported so far [4]. 
Two main forms of parallelism have been identified and 
exploited: or-parallelism and and-parallelism. The former 
tries to explore in parallel branches of any search performed 
by the program, while the latter (on which we will focus) is 
aimed at executing parts of general computations (conjunc-
tions of goals) in parallel. While or-parallelism is only useful 
when there is search involved, and-parallelism arises addi-
tionally in many classes of applications, with divide-and-
conquer and map-style algorithms being classical examples. 
Most implementations of and-parallelism rely on complex 
low-level machinery [4]. The alternative approach we pro-
pose (in fact an evolution of [5]) is based on raising the 
implementation of certain components to the level of the 
source language while keeping only some selected operations 
(related to thread handling, locking, etc.) at a lower level. 
This approach does not elimínate altogether modifications 
to the abstract machine, but it greatly simplifies them. We 
expect this separation of concerns to make it possible to 
easily explore variations on execution schemes, such as goal 
scheduling, supporting sophisticated goal dependencies, etc., 
to better suit the application at hand. Also, it allows the 
implementation language to be used as a basis for designing 
and compiling domain-specific user languages (such as, e.g., 
describing strategies for theorem provers) with parallelism 
in mind. 
2. FLEXIBLE PARALLELISM PRIMITIVES 
Some well-known and successful and-parallel systems [5] 
use the parallel conjunction operator &/2, instead of the se-
quential comma "," to express fork-join (nested) parallelism: 
EXAMPLE 1. The code below is a parallel program which 
symbolically derives arithmetic expressions: 
deriv(U+V,X,DU+DV):-
deriv(U-V,X,DU-DV):-
deriv(U*V,X,DU*V+U*DV):-
deriv(U/V,X,(DU*V-U*DV)/V-2): 
deriv(-U,X,-DU):-
deriv(exp(U),X,exp(U)*DU):-
deriv(log(U),X,DU/U):-
deriv(U-N,X,DU*N*U-Nl):-
d e r i v ( X , X , l ) : -
der iv(_C,_X,0) . 
deriv(U,X,DU) k deriv(V,X,DV). 
deriv(U,X,DU) k deriv(V,X,DV). 
deriv(U,X,DU) k deriv(V,X,DV). 
deriv(U,X,DU) k deriv(V,X,DV). 
deriv(U,X,DU). 
deriv(U,X,DU). 
deriv(U,X,DU). 
in teger (N) , NI i s N- l , 
deriv(U,X,DU). 
In our approach we use however more flexible construc-
tions to represent parallelism by using two operators, &>/2 
and « í / 1 , defined as foliows [3]: G &> H schedules G for par-
allel execution and continúes executing the code after G &> 
B e n c h . 
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Table 1: Speedups (1 to 8 processors). Sequential 
execution corresponds to Speedup = 1.0. 
H. H is a handler which contains (or points to) the state of 
goal G. H <& waits for the goal associated to H to finish. Af-
ter that point the final bindings made by G to its variables 
are available to the executing thread. 
In our current implementation for shared-memory multi-
processors, each agent (processor + virtual machine) exe-
cutes a sequential Prolog virtual machine (with negligible 
overhead imposed on the sequential parts) extended with a 
goal stack where pointers to the generated parallel goals are 
pushed. If G has finished, H <& immediately succeeds and 
the bindings made by G are available. If G has not been taken 
by any other agent, it is executed locally, and then H <& suc-
ceeds. If G has been taken but it has not finished yet, then 
the executing agent will repeatedly try to run some other 
goal available. If none is available, execution suspends until 
there is some goal available, or until G finishes. With the 
previous definitions, the &/2 operator can be simply written 
as Gi k G2 : - G2 &> H, c a l l (G i ) , H <k . 
The &>/2 and <&/l operators do not assume any partic-
ular architecture, and henee they can be also implemented 
in distributed memory machines. Specialized versions are 
also available, to créate agents that execute goals "on de-
mand" or to adapt to the (very common) deterministic case. 
Most importantly, using the &>/2 and <&/l primitives, de-
pendeney graphs other than fork-join can be expressed, and 
more parallelism may be exploited. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have performed a preliminary evaluation of the system 
performance using a series of elassie benchmarks for (in-
dependent) and-parallelism. All the results were obtained 
by averaging ten runs on a Sun Fire T2000 with 8 cores, 
with 4 threads each, 8 Gb of memory, and running Solaris. 
Speedups with respect to the sequential execution (using 
from 1 to 8 processors)1 are presented in Table 1 and (for 
some selected benchmarks) in Figure 1. 
The programs used for benchmarking perform mostly sym-
bolic computations. Two of them (Deriv and Boyer) can 
be considered examples of symbolic mathematics. Summa-
rizing, AI-AKL is part of an analyzer for the AKL lan-
guage; Ann is the parallelized versión of one of the &-Prolog 
parallelizers; Boyer is a reduced versión of the Boyer-Moore 
theorem prover; Deriv calculates the derivative of an ex-
pression; Fib is the doubly recursive Fibonacci function; 
1Memory-intensive benchmarks obtain, in our experience, 
sublinear speedups if the number of agents exceeds the num-
ber of core processors, even for independent computations. 
(a) Fibonacci (b) QuickSort 
(c) Derivation (d) Boyer-Moore 
Figure 1: Speedups with and without gran, control. 
Hanoi computes a solution to the Towers of Hanoi; MSort 
and QSort sort a list using the mergesort and quicksort al-
gorithms; and MMatrix multiplies two matrices. The G C 
versions perform granularity control. 
We observe that reasonable speedups are achievable, but 
the additional overhead in the current prototype implemen-
tation (mainly due to the lifting of parallelism-related prim-
itives to the source language level) makes it advisable to use 
granularity control (Figure 1). While this complicates the 
code, automatic compile-time granularity control [6] can be 
applied to alleviate the burden of adding such control by 
hand. This, together with automatic compile-time paral-
lelization [2], often makes it possible to write (sequential) 
code which matches closely the high-level algorithm and to 
obtain speedups automatically. We conclude that the results 
are quite reasonable given the simplicity of our implemen-
tation approach and encourage us to work further on the 
optimization of our high-level implementation. 
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